Abstract. We investigate the advantages of imaging solar filaments and prominences in LymanAlpha, coupled to H-Alpha on ground, to develop more reliable precursors indicators for large flares, several hours before their occurrence.
Rationale
Events preceding the onset of a flare are called 'precursors', and one of the prominent precursors is a newly emerging bipolar region at the surface, which may interact with pre-existing magnetic field in the corona and trigger a flare. Another well-known precursor is the activation, or eruption, of a filament that is composed of relatively cool plasma (around 10000 K), floating in the hot coronal plasma. Both emerging regions and filaments are very well observed in Lyman-Alpha (in Space) and H-Alpha (on ground and formed lower in the solar atmosphere), both on the disk and at the limb, and we expect that their combination can lead to better identification of changes at the origin of major eruptions and most important coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
Lyman-Alpha can provide early (precursor) detection on the disk, hours before the event, of filament/prominence eruptions (better than the He II line, well suited only for limb observations). As studied by Mierla et al. (2013) , the imaging of an erupting prominence shows that the acceleration at the top of the prominence increases smoothly and continuously with height (slow rise), and this over hours (4-5) before the eruption. This indeed indicates that prominences are not accelerated immediately by local reconnection but are rather swept away (modifying shape, helicity) as part of a large-scale relaxation of the coronal magnetic field.
Observations and results
As shown in Fig. 1 , the Lyman-Alpha signal (observed with LYRA/PROBA-2) peaks during the rising phase of the flare and has a very significant level. This M2.0 flare of February 8, 2010, was analyzed in detail by Kretzschmar et al. (2013) . It indeed shows that Lyman-Alpha is very sensitive to flares, 1000 times more than H-Alpha formed lower in the atmosphere; the signature on the light curve of this M2 flare is reaching almost 1% in integrated light of the solar disk! The Lyman-Alpha line, the most intense solar line, is obviously very sensitive to flares and temperature variations in the chromosphere (see Milligan et al. 2011) has the advantage to be much thicker than the H-Alpha line (cf. Labrosse et al. 2010) and to be formed higher in the solar atmosphere. By combining imaging (and velocities if possible) in both Lyman and H-Alpha, one can expect to better assess the filament 3D shape and its evolution up to the disruption/eruption "disparition brusque". Lyman-Alpha has both the capacity of the early detection of a large flare/CME by imaging the filament change/acceleration, and the detection sensitivity of the flare/CME occurrence, even better than soft X-rays (GOES measurements) or XUV and EUV bands (as illustrated on Fig. 1) .
Lyman-Alpha imaging, in that respect, would be a very high value Space Weather product complementing EUV imaging available on several satellites.
Conclusion
These considerations on Lyman-Alpha and H-Alpha observations are pointing the interest for future Space Lyman-Alpha irradiance measurements coupled, for precursors identification, to solar disk imaging, as proposed by the SWUSV (Space Weather & Ultraviolet Solar Variability) Microsatellite Mission (Damé and The SWUSV Team 2013) .
